FLOOR GRINDING
SURFACE PREPARATION
Concrete Grinders have been setting the standards in surface preparation, repair and restoration for over 50 years!!

NEW Dual-Disc Floor Grinder
MODEL #

PART # POWER

HORSE POWER

PHASE

AMPS

*RPM’s BELTS

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

2EC-NG-1.5

59200

1.5 HP, 115/230 V

Single

16/8

231

Std “V” Belt

46”

27”

37”

258 lbs

NA

NA

562

Std “V” Belt

46”

27”

37”

282 lbs

2GC-NG-11H 59300

Electric

Gasoline **11 HP

PRODUCTION RATE: 22” Working Width will grind approximately
400 - 500 Sq. ft. per hour at 1/32” with EDCO Dyma-Serts
TM

INCLUDES:

2 - New Slide-On Multi-Accessory Discs, which accept Dyma-Serts,
Strip-Serts and all other Quick-Change accessories, 2” - 3” Multi-Vacuum Port and Water
Port, Electric models have a115/230 Voltage Selector Switch

REQUIRES:

6 - Grinding Accessories required per loading

IDEAL FOR: Production grinding and floor cleaning on large or small surface areas such as
airports, warehouses, parking decks, manufacturing plants, malls and sports arenas • Light grinding
or cleaning of concrete surfaces • Leveling uneven joints • Removing mastics, thin-set, high spots,
epoxies and urethanes • Lightly texturing slippery concrete surfaces

Weight Blocks

40 LBs each, 2 required
Part # 77506

PCDyma-SERTS

4 times stronger then
carbide with incredable
removal capabilities

Dyma-SERTS

5 times faster than grinding
stones. Long Lasting!

STRIP-SERTS

Removes surface build-ups
without grinding into the surface below

Magnetic Quick-Change Multi-Accessory Disc is quick change technology - Change
accessories in less than 30 seconds, accessories slide on and off, no tools required!

Wedge-Less Floor Grinder Accessories
Wedge-Less PCDyma-SertsTM - Holding Case Part # 19361
Make quick work of Epoxy Coatings & Hard Glue. Four times stronger than carbides, with remarkable resistance.
Ideal for the removal of: Hard Tacky Surfaces, Urethane Epoxy, Multi-Part Epoxy, Water-Proofing Membrane, Pool Deck Coating, Thick Mastics, Old
and New Epoxy Coatings.
Wedge-Less Dyma-Serts - Holding Case Part # 19361
Dyma Serts grind 5 times faster than grinding stones and last longer - up to 30,000 sq ft (2,800 sq m) of grinding action on standard 3,500 PDI concrete. Dyma-Serts can be used for wet or dry grinding
Ideal for the removal of: Smoothing rough surfaces or trowel marks, grinding terrazzo, repairing surface damage to concrete slabs, Removing urethane or epoxy thincoats, Grinding sharp aggregates such as flint and granite, removing surface imperfections from epoxy mortars, leveling high
spots, removing thin mastics and thin-set
Wedge-Less Strip-Serts - Holding Case (Left Hand) Part # 12425, Holding Case (Right Hand) Part # 12421
Strip-Serts are carbide tipped blocks designed to clean floors without grinding into the concrete. Strip-Sets have a replaceable, multi-sided tungsten
carbide edge that can be rotated for maximum use.
Ideal for the removal of: Removing mastics, paints, resins, tar, fiberglass, ice and industrial buildups.
** Call for availability.
* RPM’s are based on the machine’s accessory speed.
* NET HORSEPOWER STATEMENT - *As rated by the engine manufacturer. The power rating of the engine indicated in this document is the net power output tested on a production engine for the
engine model and measured in accordance with SAE j1349 at 3600 rpm. Mass production engines may vary from this value. Actual power output for the engine installed in the final machine will vary depending
on numerous factors, including the opening speed of the engine in application, environmental conditions, maintenance, and other variables.
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